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Fundamental equations of continuous structural media 
I. General model 

S. ZIELINSKI (L6DZ) 

THE PAPER is aimed at deriving the complete set of equations of a continuous structural medium 
in which, in addition to the force stresses piJ, generalized couple stresses m11" and higher order 
stresses b11kl appear. Displacements of such a medium is characterized by the linear displacement 
vector u 1 and by two additional tensors lp11 and 'lp11". The fundamental concept of the paper 
is the model of structural particle. In the classical continuous medium the particle is identified 
with a material point. In the couple stress theory the particle is a rigid body subject to displace
merits and independent rotations. The structural medium particle is a system consisting of its 
geometric center and a set of planes passing through that center, the planes representing the 
corresponding cross-sections of the particle considered. It is convenient to assume the planes 
to be perpendicular to the directions of the mutual interactions of the neighbouring particles. 
It is assumed that, in general, the planes may be displaced together with the geometric center 
and, in addition, are subject to mutually independent displacements and deformations; however, 
they are assumed to rotate about the lines of their intersections, but they are not allowed to 
displace along these lines. The structural model particle has 39 degrees of freedom. In order 
to derive the equations governing the medium, Hamilton's principle is suitably generalized. 
The resulting 273 equations and the corresponding boundary conditions allow for unique deter
mination of all 273 geometric and static unknowns of the model. In the case of a homogeneous, 
centrosymmetric structural model, the corresponding set of equations of motion expressed in 
terms of displacements is derived. 

Celem pracy jest otrzymanie kompletu r6wnan ci(\glego osrodka strukturalnego, w kt6rym 
opr6cz napi¢ silowych p'1 wyst((puj(\ uog6lnione napi((Cia momentowe m11" oraz napi((cia wyz
szego TZ((du b11u. Przemieszczenia tego osrodka okreslane SC\ przez wektor przemieszczen linio
wych u 1 oraz dwa dodatkowe tensory lp11 i "P'1". Podstawow(\ koncepcj(\ pracy jest zbudowanie 
modelu CZ(\stki strukturalnej. W klasycznym osrodku ci(\glym CZ(\stk(( osrodka uto.ZSamia si(( 
z punktem materialnym. W osrodku momentowym CZ(\stk'l osrodka jest bryla sztywna doznaj(\ca 
przemieszczen oraz niezaleznych obrot6w. Modelem CZ(\Stki strukturalnej jest uklad zbudowany 
z jej osrodka geometrycznego oraz z plaszczyzn przechodZ(\cych przez ten srodek przy czym 
plaszczyzny reprezentuj(\ odpowiednie przekroje poprzeczne rozwa'Zanej cz(\stki. Najwygodniej 
jest przyj(\C, ze plaszczyzny te S(\ prostopadle do kierunk6w oddzialywan CZ(\Stki Z S(\Siadami. 
Zakladamy, Ze w og6lnym przypadku rozwa'Zane plaszczyzny opr6cz przemieszczen wraz ze 
:Srodkiem geometrycznym doznaj(\ przemieszczen (i odksztalcen) niezaleznie jedna od drugiej. 
Dalej ograniczamy si(( do zalozenia, ze plaszczyzny wzdluz kraw((dzi przeci((Cia nie mog(\ si(( 
wzajemnie przemieszczac, a jedynie obracac wzgl((dem siebie. Przedstawiona za pomoe(\ po
wyi:szego modelu CZ(\stka strukturalna jest ukladem o 39 stopniach swobody. Do otrzymania 
r6wnan osrodka ci(\glego zbudowanego z CZ(\Stek strukturalnych, wykorzystana zostala odpo
wiednio uog6lniona zasada Hamiltona. Dla omawianego modelu otrzymano 273 r6wnania, 
kt6re wraz z odpowiednimi warunkami brzegowymi pozwalaj(\ wyznaczyc 273 niewiadome 
statyczne i geometryczne modelu. W przypadku jednorodnego centrosymetrycznego osrodka 
:strukturalnego otrzymano odpowiedni uklad r6wnan przemieszczeniowych. 

UeJihiO pa6oThi .HBJUieTC.H nonyqeJrne cu:CTeMhi ypaBHeHHH cnnoiiiHoii crpyKTypHoii cpeAhi, 
:B KOTOpoif, KpOMe CHJIOBbiX Hanp.H>KeiiHH p 11 , BbiCTyllaiOT o6o611.\eHHbie MOMeHTHbie Hanp.H
JKeHH.H m11" H Hanp.H>KeHHH Bhicwero nop.HAKa b11kl. llepeMell.\eHH.H 3TOH cpeAbi onpeAeJUIIOTC.H 
BeKTopoM JIHHeHHbiX nepeMell.\eHHH u1 H ABYMH AonoJIHHTeJibHbiMH TeH3opaMH lp11 H tp 11

". 

OcHOBHoii KOHI.lenQHeii pa6oTbi .HBJI.HeTC.H nocrpoeHHe MoAeJIH CTpYKTYPHOH qaCTHW>I. B KJiac
-cu:qecKoii cnnoiiiHoii cpeAe qacru:~a cpeAhi oTO>KAeCTBJI.HeTC.H c MaTepHaJibHOH To't!Koii. B Mo
MeHTHOH cpeAe qaCTH~a cpeAbl .HBJI.HeTC.H >KeCTKHM TeJIOM HCllbiTbiBaiOII.\HM nepeMell.\eHH.H 
11 He3aBHCHMhie apall.\eHH.H. MoAeJibiO CTpYKTYPHOH qaCTHW>I .HBJUieTC.H cu:CTeMa nocrpoeH-
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152 S. ZIELINSKI 

Ha.R: H3 ee reoMeTpHl.leCI<OrO ~eHTpa H H3 IIJIOCI<OCTeif, npoXO~.R:I.~HX l.lepe3 3TOT ~eHTp , rrpHqeM 

IIJIOCI<OCTH npe~CTaBJI.R:IOT COOTBeTCTBYJO~He nonepel.IHbie ceqeHH.R: paCCMaTpHBaeMOH qac

TH~bl. HaH6oJiee Bbiro~o npHH.R:Tb, liTO 3TH IIJIOCI<OCTH nepneH~HI<YJIHpHbi HanpaBJieHHHM 

B3aHMo~eH:cramt: qaCT~I c coce~HMH qacrH~aMH. Ilpe~oJiaraeM, qTo B o6~eM cJiyqae 

paCCMaTpHBaeMbie IIJIOCI<OCTH, I<poMe nepeMe~eHHH COBMeCTHO C reoMeTpHqeCI<HM ~eHTpOM, 
HCIIbiTbiBaiOT rrepeMe~eHIDI (H ~e<PopMa~HH) He3aBHCHMO O~a OT ~pyroif. ,Uanee orpaHH

l.IHMC.R: rrpe~OJIO>KeHHeM, qTO IIJIOCI<OCTH B~OJib rpaHH ceqeHH.R: He MoryT B3aHMHO rrepeMe

~aTbCH, a TOJibi<O Bpa~aTbC.R: OTHOCHTeJibHO ce6.R:. 

IJpe~CTaBJieHHa.R: npH IIOMO~H BbiiiieynoMHHYTOH Mo~eJIH CTpYI<TYpHa.R: qaCTH~a .R:BJIH

eTC.R: CHCTeMOH C 39 CTerreH.R:MH CB060~bl • .IJ:JIH IIOJiyqeHH.R: ypaBHeHHH CIIJIOIIIHOH Cpe~bl, 
IIOCTpoeHHOH H3 CTPYI<TYPHbiX qacTH~, HCIIOJib30BaH, COOTBeTCTBeHHO o6o6~eHHbiH, npHHU:HII 

raMHJibTOHa. ,llJI.R: o6cy>K~aeMOH MO~eJIH IIOJiyqeHbi 273 ypaBHeHHH, I<OTOpbie COBMeCTHO C CO

OTBeTCTByiD~HMH rpaHHl.IHbiMH ycJioBHHMH no3BOJIHIOT onpe~eJIHTb 273 CTaTHqeci<He H reoMe

TpHl.leCI<He HeH3BeCTHbie Mo~eJIH. B CJiyqae o~opo~oH: ~eHTpOCHMMeTpHqeci<oil crpyi<TY

pHoH: Cpe~bl IIOJiyqeHa COOTBeTCTBYJO~a.R: CHCTeMa ypaBHeHHH B nepeMe~eHH.R:X. 

1. Introduction 

MECHANICS of continua is usually constructed on the basis of three groups of axioms: 
1) dynamical axioms describing the forces acting in the medium, 
2) kinematical axioms describing the motion of the medium, 
3) constitutive equations describing the properties of the material, independent of the 

forces and its motion. 
The existing theory of continua are based on a number of assumptions and make use 

of numerous notions defined, for instance, in the monographs by C. TRUESDELL and 
R. A. TOUPIN [1] or C. TRUESDELL and W_. NOLL [2]. Some of them will be discussed in 
this paper (for the sake of clarity), the others will be considered as known. 

Following C. TRUESDELL and R. A. ToUPIN [1], the continuous medium is defined 
as a three-dimensional differentiable manifold f!J of particles X. It is assumed that there 
exists a one-to-one mapping of the set f!J onto a fixed domain V of the three-dimensional 
reference space E3 • If the domain V is parametrized, a radius-vector with components 
XK (K = 1, 2, 3) may be ascribed to each particle X E f!J. Numbers XK are Cartesian 
coordinates of a point in V; they are ~ailed material coordinates of a particle, or Lagrangean 
coordinates. 

A point in a three-dimensional Euclidean space £ 3 is denoted by symbol x. Position 
of x is determined by curvilinear coordinates xk (k = 1 , 2, 3); they are called the spatial 
or Eulerian coordinates. The coordinate systems introduced here are discussed in detail 
in the book by C. TRUESDELL and R. A. TOUPIN [1]. 

Time Tis a one-dimensional space each point of which is called an instant. Introducing 
a coordinate system in T (in our case it is sufficient to use an orthonormal system, orthogonal 
to xk), we denote by r the coordinate . of the instant. The corresponding measure unit 
must be settled and a certain instant must be assumed as original, denoted by the coordinate 
'l" = 0. 

The primitive notion of dynamics of continua is the force. It is assumed that at a fixed 
time instant r a portion n of body f!J bounded by a smooth surface on is acted on by a vector 
field called stress, defined at the surface on and referred to a unit of that surface. In the 
classical continuous medium the state of stress is described by means of a symmetric 
stress tensor (see, e.g., A. C. ERINGEN [3]). 
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The primitive notion of kinematics is the particle. A point in the three-dimensional 
Euclidean space is ascribed to each particle at each time instant r. In the classical continuous 
medium each particle possesses three degrees of freedom, and a change in its position in 
space (motion) is uniquely described by the displacement vector field. This field is a function 
of the original position of the particle and time; it is assumed to be continuous and twice 
differentiable. 

The third group of axioms has the form of constitutive equations and must comply 
with the dynamical and kinematical axioms assumed. 

The attempted generalization of the foundation of modern mechanics of continua 
have resulted in the construction of a theory of media with couple stresses. The generaliza
tions affected all the three groups of axioms. As far as the dynamics is concerned, external 
body couples and couple stresses have been introduced in addition to the classical notions 
of external body forces and force stresses. Generalization of kinematics consisted in intro
ducing the assumption that each particle has more than three degrees of freedom. The 
corresponding generalizations were also introduced into the constitutive equations 

The generalizations mentioned above lead to the theory of continuous media with 
stresses described by a non-symmetric force stress tensor and a couple stress tensor. Depend
ing on the approach assumed, different theories were obtained: oriented media, media 
with microstructure, moment or multipolar media. All these theories will be called couple 
stress theories. This paper does not contain the detailed review of the existing literature 
dealing with the couple stress theory, except for the most fundamental papers on the 
subject. 

General foundations of the theory of media with couple stresses are due to E. and 
F. CossERAT [4]. According to their kinematical assumptions, each particle has six degrees 
of freedom. The particle is treated as a rigid body which, in the process of deformation, 
is subject not only to displacements but also to rotations. Each particle is then characterized 
by a position in the space, like in the classical theory, and by the additional orientation 
of a set of three orthonormal vectors. 

Under such kinematic assumptions, the state of stress in the medium is described by 
means of a non-symmetric force stress tensor arid a couple stress tensor. Deformation 
of the medium is described by the displacement vector field and by an independent field 
of rotation vectors. 

The original concept of E. F. Cosserat was further developed and presented in a modern 
form by J. L. ERICKSEN and C. TRUESDELL [5]; the theory was also discussed in the mono
graph by C. TRUSDELL and R. A. ToUPIN [1]. Since then a rapid development of the theory 
may be observed. However, neither the Cosserat brothers nor Ericksen and Truesdell 
dealt with the corresponding constitutive equations. 

Foundations of the modern theory of media with couple stresses were laid by R. A. Tou
PIN [6, 7]. In addition to the position in space, a certain internal structure characterized 
by a set of Q directional vectors (directors) was ascribed to each material particle of the 
medium. In the case when Q = 3 and the vectors form an orthonormal basis, the equations 
derived in the papers reduce to those given by E. and F. Cosserat. 

Another concept is due toR. P. MINDLIN [8], who attributed a certain "micromedium" 
to each material particle. Homogeneous deformation of the "micromedium'' reduces the 
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model to the oriented medium with deformable directors introduced by J. L. ERICKSEN 
and C. TRUESDELL [5]. It follows from the fact that a homogeneous deformation is uniquely 
determined by the motion of three linearly independent direction vectors. 

By assuming in the body, in addition to the displacement vector, the so-called multi
polar displacement fields, we obtain also the theory of bodies with additional degrees 
of freedom. Such an approach was proposed in the papers by A. E. GREEN and R. S. RIVLIN 
[9, 10]. A similar approach was also used by A. C. ERINGEN and E. S. SuHUBI [11, 12] 
and by some other authors. 

In the monograph [13] C. WozNIAK applied the action functional to systematize the 
various models of media with couple stresses; his considerations were concerned with 
dynamic equations of motion of such media. 

S. KALISKI [14] applied the theory of media with couple stresses to the analysis of 
spatial rod systems. He proved that the transition from a discrete rod system to a con
tinuous .medium yields the equations of the couple stress theory. He was the first to present 
the constitutive equations in an explicit form. The same concept was applied in paper 
Jl5] by A. ASKAR and A. S. CAKMAK. 

A number of interesting applications of the couple stress theory to the analysis of dense 
·grids consisting of solid bars are presented in the book [16] by C. WozN~AK. 

The first papers dealing wit~ thermoelasticity of the media with couple stresses were 
written by W. NoWACKI [17] and C. WozNIAK [18]. The fundamental results of their 
research were published in the monographs [19] and [16]. Another trend in the development 
-of the couple stress theory, connected with the problem of stress concentrations, is repre
sented by M. SoKOLOWSKI [20]. An extensive review of the corresponding literature may 
be found in the review papers by W. BARANSKI, K. WILMANSKI and C. WOZNIAK [21], 
H. SCHAEFER [22] and M. SOKOLOWSKI [20], and also in both monographs [19] and [16] 
·written by W. NowACKI and C. WozNIAK. 

The models of the media with couple stresses mentioned above correspond to a body 
with a very simple internal structure and cannot be used to describe the behaviour of more 
complicated structures such like, for instance, thin-walled structures (Fig. 1). The basic 
-element of such structures is a beam (rod) with thin-walled cross-section. Thin-walled (pla
ne and spatial) gridworks are characterized by considerable load carrying capacity at 
relatively low dead load ; they are frequently applied in the civil and industrial engineering 
practice and in the aircraft and ship-building industry. Such structures are used as bearing 
-elements in rockets, airplanes and ships, industrial and bridge floors. 

Elements of such kind are subject not only to the usual shearing and normal forces, 
bending and twisting moments, but also to bimoments [23]. Structures of this type cannot 
be described by the simple model of bodies with couple stresses. 

The aim of the present paper is to present a more general model of a continuous medium, 
which will be called the structural medium, and to derive the fundamental equations 
of such a medium. We are going to deal with a general, linear theory of this medium. 

·The generalized displacements and deformations willl be assumed to be small, and the 
material will be linear elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. 

The indices appearing in the paper, lower or upper case Latin letters a, b, c, ... , k, I, m 
.and A, B, C, ... , K, L, M, assume the values I, 2, 3. Covariant differentiation with respect 
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to space variables is denoted by a comma, ( ),i = ~~ , a dot denotes the time derivative. 

Symmetric and skew-symmetric components with respect to a pair of indices are denoted 
by the parantheses and brackets, respectively, 

1 
cp<kl) = 2 ( cpkl + cplk)' 

1 
q;L{(IJ :: . 

2 
( cpkl _ cp'k). 

The remaining notations will be explained in the text. 

2. Structural medium 

In defining the structural medium use will be made of the notion of continuous media 
introduced by C. TRUESDELL and R. A. TouPIN [1] quoted in the Introduction. 

A structural medium is the continuous medium with particles X to which a certain 
special internal structure is ascribed, independent of the manifold PJ. Each particle X E 1-1 
is assumed to contain a set of microelements Y forming a differentiable manifold !!J. 
Let us map the set !!J onto a fixed domain Q of a three-dimensional Euclidean space. In 
such a way, each microelement Y of ~ corresponds to three numbers Y."; they are the 
Cartesian coordinates from domain Q and they will be called material micro-coordinates. 
The structural medium is then the Cartesian product f!l x !!J, or an ordered set of pairs 
(Y, X) with material coordinates (YA, XK). 
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2.1. Kinematics of a structural medium 

Let us assume the material macro-coordinates xx of particle X to coincide with the 
spatial coordinates of the reference configuration at the initial time instant i = r 1 

(2.1) XK = bf Xk(X, i = it). 

In order to present the following relations in the simplest possible form, let us assume 
that the material micro-coordinates yA satisfy also the relation 

(2.2) yA = bfYk(Y,X = X0 , i =it). 

Components of the displacement vector of the material particle X are the differences 
of the final and initial position of the particle (Fig. 2), 

(2.3) 

FIG. 2. 

For all micro-elements (Y, X) of particle X the displacement uk is constant and independ
ent of the position of the micro-element Y, and hence independent of yA. It represents. 
the rigid body displacement of the particle. Moreover, the origin of the micro-coordinate 
system ya is attached to the particle X with spatial coordinates xk and is subject to displace-: 
ment u defined by Eq. (2.3). The micro-displacement vector u of an arbitrary element 
(Y, X) is given by the difference 

(2.4) uk(Y1, X 1, i) = yk(Y1, X 1, i)- Yk. 

It describes the relative displacement of particle Y measured with respect to the micro
coordinate {yk} origin attached to particle X with spatial coordinates xk. 

The structural medium considered in this paper consists of such particles which interact 
with the neighbouring particles in certain definite directions; it is demonstrated in Fig. 3~ 
The interaction takes place in the directions I, II, III only. In this sense the particles are
called oriented particles. In addition, the interaction may take place not across the entire: 
cross-section of the particle, but through the shaded areas shown in the figure. The interna» 
structure · of the particle is another fundamental problem. 
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D 
FIG. 3. 

If particle X is treated as a set of micro-elements Y and no additional assumptions are 
made, determination of the relative displacements ii of each particle requires the solution 
of a corresponding three-dimensional boundary value problem of elasticity. This task 
may be, even in the case of a small number of particles, extremely difficult. Each particle 
of such a medium represents (dynamically) a system with an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom. 

The structural medium is defined so that each particle constituting a set of micro
elements Y should represent a system with a corresponding, finite number of degrees of 
freedom. 

To this end let us make an additional kinematic assumption. Namely, the relative 
displacement of a structural particle consists of two mutually independent components 

(2.5) 

Assume, as it is done in the usual couple stress theories, that the first component u'k describes 
the homogeneous displacement of the particle considered, occupying at the actual instant 
the domain w. It follows that the gradient 

ou'k 
- lk 

ayr - cp (2.6) 

is constant for the particle considered, that is inside the domain w. Displacement u'k may 
then be represented by the relation 

lk I I ou'k 
(2. 7) u (Y, X, r) = oy' y, 

and, making use of Eq. (2.6), we obtain 

(2.8) u'k(Y1, X 1, r) = cp1k(XL, r)y1(Y). 

Displacement vector u'k is then a linear function of microcoordinates y1, and tensor cp1k -
a function of macrocoordinates XK and time r, but independent of the microcoordinates 
Y"". 
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In order to illustrate the relations derived, a typical displacement connected with the 
various tensor components qJ1

k is shown in Fig. 4. Their variation inside the particle is 
linear, what follows from Eq. (2.8). 

I, 
;4 

FIG. 4. 

The second independent component u"k of the relative displacement (micro-displace
ment) (2.5) describes the nonhomogeneous displacement of the microstructure (Y, X). 
We assume that it may be represented by the following tensor formula: 

(2.9) 

The third rank tensor "Pzmk is independent of the micro-coordinates YA, while [Jim is a 
known, prescribed function of yA. It should be stressed that the form of tensor function 
[Jim depends on the internal structure of particle X. On the other hand, knowledge of the 
function Qlm makes it possible to describe the displacement of particles of a definite internal 
structure. 

In order to illustrate the assumption made let us consider the elementary example. 
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Without going into the internal structure of the particle, assume the tensor Q'm in the 
simplest form of a tensor product of two vectors a and ~' 

(2.10) Qlm = rx'f3m. 

Such a tensor is called a dyad. In the matrix notation it assumes the form 

r
·a.l {3\ a.l {3\ \1.1 f33J 

[Q'm] = rx2 f31, a.2 f32, a.2 f33 . 
rx2f31, a.2f32, rx2f33 

(2.11) 

a 

, ur n 11 _ ur b 1 1 
Uz = .,..112 :..: - .,..112 a1 1LJ lJ 

b 

,, 11r Q 12 11r b 1 2 
Uz = v-122 = .,..122 a1 2lJ Y 

, n13 11r b 1 ? 
u2 == ljf'13P' == "'132a1 :31J Y 

""' ~ ) (d1)(d3) """ u2==1Jf132a1b3 z z 
FIG. 5. 
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The rows of the matrix are seen to be proportional to each other and, hence, it is a tensor 

of the simplest type. 
Assume the corresponding vector components of ex and ~ to be linear functions of the 

corresponding micro-coordinates yi. We obtain the relations 

(2.12) 

where ai and bk (i, k = 1, 2, 3) are constants. Substitution of the corresponding compo
nents of (2.12) into_ (2.11) yields the matrix of components of n in the final form 

(2.13) 
[

athtylyt, atb2y1y2, atb3y1y3] 
[.Q'm] = a2bty1y2, a2b2y2y2, a2b3y2y3 . 

a3bty1y3, a3b2y2y3, a3b3y3y3 

Let us return to the formulae (2.9) for the nonhomogeneous displacements u~'. Some 
typical displacements corresponding to various components of tensor components "Plmlr. 

.and tensor Q given in Eq. (2.13) are shown in Fig. 5. 
The vector of total displacement w of micro-element Y is a sum of macro-displacement 

u and the relative displacement (micro-displacement) u, 
(2.14) 

.as shown in Fig. 2. 
In view of relations (2.5), (2. 7), (2.9), the total displacement (2.14) is expressed by the 

formula 

(2.15) 

FIG. 6. 
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This displacement consists of three components: displacement uk, constant for all micro
elements Y of particle X; homogeneous displacement expressed by tensor q;1k; and non
homogeneous displacement expressed by tensor "Ptmk. The set of miCro-elements Y the 
displacements of which satisfy the relation (2.15) will be called a structural particle. The 
continuous medium constructed from such particles will be called a structural medium. 
If all components of "Ptmk vanish, relation (2.15) represents the d·isplacement of a medium 
with couple stresses. 

A model of a structural particle is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of the geometric center 
of the particle in which the origin of the coordinate system {yk} is located, and of non
parallel planes passing through the geometric center and attached to it. It is convenient 
to assume the planes to be perpendicular to the directions of interaction with the neigh
bouring particles. In general, the planes are not interconnected along the lines of their 
intersection and are free to displace and rotate with respect to each other. 

In order to simplify the diagram, cross-sections of the particles by the planes perpen
dicular to the interaction directions are assumed to be rect~gular. 

Each plane, in addition to the rigid body displacements, may also be displaced in tan
gential and normal directions; displacements of the planes are mutually independent. 

a b 

\ ,, dz 
~2 = Cflzz 2 

~ 

c 

FIG. 7. 

11 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1-2/86 
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Additional kinematic assumptions may constrain the independent motions of individual 
planes. For instance, from the assumption of plane cross-sections of a particle it follows 
that the intersecting planes cannot be displaced along their common lines but are allowed 
to rotate about the lines of intersection. It is easily verified that displacements of the particle 
shown in Figs. 4 iJ_nd 5 may be replaced by displacements of the planes passing through 
the origin and perpendicular to the individual axes {yk}; it is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In 

a 

b 

c 

FIG. 8. 
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Fig. 7 are shown the displacements of planes corresponding to the displacement of the 
entire particle presented in Fig. 4. Figure 8 illustrates the displacement of planes resulting 
from the particle displacements shown in Fig. 5. 

The structural medium will be considered in the time interval [ -r: 1 , -r: 2], -r: 1 and -r: 2 

denoting the initial and actual time instants, respectively. All possible motions are taken 
into account, that is the kinematically admissible motions which carry the system from 
its initial position occupied at time -r: 1 to the final position occupied at time -r: 2 • The motion 
of the structural system is described by two independent systems of equations. Motion 
of particles X, that is the macro-motion, is governed by the equations 

(2.16) 

The relative motion of elements Y localized at particle X, that is the micro-motion, 
is expressed by the formulae 

(2.17) 

The motion may also be described by means of the displacement vectors. From the relations 
(2.3), (2.4) it follows that 

(2.18) 
xk(XK, -r:) = b~XK+uk(XK, -r:), 

f'(YA, XK, -r:) = b~YA +ua(YA, XK, -r:). 

Here, as before, uk denotes the macro-displacement of particle X, and uk is the relative 
displacement of element Y localized at X. 

Substitution of the corresponding expressions from Eq. (2.5), (2.8), (2.9) into (2.18) 
yields 

Xk(XK, -r:) = b~XK+uk(XK, -r:), 
j'(YA, XK, -r:) = b~YA+ bkcplk(XK, -r:)y,(YA)+ bk"Pimk(XK, -r:)!J,m(YA). 

(2.19) 

whence it follows that the motion of structural medium is described by the tensor functions 

uk = uk(XK, -r:), 

(2.20) cplk = cp'k(XK, -r:), 

"Plmk = "Plmk(XK, -r:), 

independent of the micro-coordinates yA. The knowledge of all 39 components of these 
functions makes it possible to determine the position of each particle of the structural 
medium at each time instant -r:; from the dynamical point of view, each particle of the 
medium represents a system with 39 degrees of freedom. 

Let us define the strain tensors of the structural medium. They will be expressed in 
terms of the tensor functions uk, cp1k, "Plmk and their derivatives. Assume the following 
relations to hold true in the structural medium: 

(2.21) 

11* 

'YiJ(XK, -r:) = uJ, '- cp,,J, . 

Xkt/XK, 7:) = (/JtJ,k-"Pktb 

'fJtkt/XK, -r:) = "PktJ,l· 
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The non-symmetric strain tensors 'Yu, ""'J, 'YJtkiJ are independent of micro-coordinates 
Y"'. The geometric relations shown above constitute one of the basic groups of equations 
characterizing the structural medium. In the case when 1JlkiJ = 1JlkiJ,l = 0, they define the 
strain tensors of media with couple stresses [8, 19]. 

2.2. Generalized Hamilton's principle 

Dynamic equations of motion of a structural medium may be derived from the principle 
of stationary action functional [24]. One has to assume a suitable number of dynamic 
variables in the expression for the action density and give their physical interpretation. 
This approach was extensively discussed in Chapter 1 of the paper [25] and will not be 
dealt with here. 

As it was shown in the preceding section of this paper, the motion of structural media 
is described by three tensors u" (x1, 1), q;"1(x1, T) and 1Jlklm(x1, T). Let us compare them 
with the corresponding expressions u" + bu", cp"' + bcp"' and 1Jlklm + b1pktm. Here (and later) 
symbol b( ·) denotes the principal, linear component of the variation and, when speaking 
of variations, we shall have in mind their linear components only. The independent varia
tions bu", bcpkl, b1p"1m vanish at the ends of the time interval considered [ T 1 , T 2]. Hence, 
it is a variational problem with a fixed boundary [26, 27], and 

(2.22) 

bu"(x1
, T1) = bu"(x1, r 2 ) = 0, 

bcp"1(x1, T1) = bcp"1(xi, T2) = 0, 

b1Jlklm(x', r) = b1Jlklm(x', 1'2) = 0. 

Our considerations will be based on Hamilton's principle [28] subject to a suitable 
generalization. The principle may be written in the general form 

T2 Tl 

(2.23) b J (f-C)dr+ J ddT= 0. 

Here f denotes the kinetic energy of the system, and symbols bC and .91 are the virtual 
work done by internal and external forces, respectively. The equation holds true in the case 
when the forces have no potential what happens, for instance, when the external loads 
depend on the tensors u, cp, "' and their variation in time. If the external forces possess 
a potential (what is possible only if they are independent of u, cp,"' and their derivatives), 
then 

(2.24) -~ ( ofl> .i k ofl> .i kl o.fl> .i klm) .i 
.W = - . OUk uU + ()cpkl ucp~ + 01Jlklm U'ljJ = - uf!JJ • 

Here fJ> is the potential of external loads. On substituting this relation into Eq. (2.23) 
we obtain the following form of Hamilton's principle 

Tl 

(2.25) b j (f-C-fJ>)dT = 0, 
Tt 
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where $ + [lJ> denotes the total potential energy. The equation may also be written in the 
known form 

Tz 

(2.26) ()W= () f Ldr=-0, 

where L =% -8-[l]>, the difference of the kinetic energy and the total potential energy, 
is called the Lagrange function. The integral 

Tz 

W = J Ldr 

is called the action integral in the time interval [ r 1 , r 2 ] and Ldr is the elementary action 
[24]. 

From the suitably generalized Hamilton's principle (2.26) we can obtain the equations 
of motion and the boundary conditions for structural media in the case of external loads 
derived from a potential. To this end let us consider the individual terms of Lagrangean 
function L. 

The micro-particle (x, y) 1\'ith spatial macro-coordinates xk and spatial micro-coordina
tes ya has all the properties of a classical continuous medium. The kinetic energy density, 
that is the kinetic energy per unit macro-volume v is expressed by the integral 

(2.27) k 1 1 f --~.k o -1 = 2w . ew-wkuw. 

Here (j is the micro-material density, ··wk are the components of the total displacement 
vector of the micro-particle, and w - the microvolume. Small circles denote differentiation 
with respect to time. 

Let us calculate the material derivative of displacement Wj. From Eqs. (2.14) and (2.5) 
it follows that 

(2.28) 

Using Eq. (2.15) we may write 

(2.29) 

Substitution of the above expression into Eq. (2.27) and transformation of the integrand 
yields 

k _ 1 J [oj o 2oj o ,J 2 ojo Qlk o,jo ,J k 2 o,j o ,'JQkl o ,i o Qlk[,Jlm]-d - 2u:; U Ut+ U CfJJiY + U 'fJJJki +cpl CfJkiY Y + CfJJ 'fJJkliY +'fJJJk 'fJJLml (! W. 

w 

(2.30) 

Taking into account the fact that the time derivatives of tensors u, <p, ~ are independent 
of the micro-coordinates YA, we may write the formula (2.30) in the form 

(2.31) k = ~ [uiut e + 2u
1
lfJt e1 + lJ;/if:;ki e1k + 2uiipjki ~-t1k + 2if:;i1/Jkli ~-t1k1 + 1/JJi/tPtmi ~-t1k 1m], 
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Here 

1 I- . 
(! = w edw, 0 1 f 0 e' = -;;; Y'edw, 

(2.32) w w 

p,iJ = _!_ f QiJ e dw' 
·(JJ 

~-'ilk= ! J yiQikedw, p,iikl = _!_ [Qii Qkl e dw 
(JJ. 

w w w 

are the generalized micro-densities of the structural material. 
The total kinetic energy :It" is defined as the integral taken over the macro-volume v, 

(2.33) :It"= J kdv 
v 

of the kinetic energy density k expressed by the formula (2.31). 
Tt 

Let us calculate the variation of the integral J :It" dr. From the definition (2.33) it 

follows 0 that 
l'2 l'2 

(2.34) <5 J :It" dr = <5 J dr J k dv. ,, 
v 

Assume the variations of generalized masses to vanish; then 

<5(edv) = <5(e1dv) = <5(eiidv) = <5(p,iidv) = <5(p,ilkdv) = <5(p,iik1dv) = 0. 

The variation symbol may be written under the integration sign so that Eq. (2.34) may be 
replaced with 

l'2 1'2 

(2.35) <5 J :It" dr = J dr J <5k dv. 
v 

From Eq. (2.31) it is seen that the kinetic energy density k = k(ui, q,ih i}Juk) is a function 
of the time derivatives of tensors u, <p, \fJ what means that the kinetic energy density varia-
tion may be written in the form 

0 

(2.36) <5k= ~~ <5(u,)+~~k <5(c/Ju)+~~~<5(ip,Jk). 
UUt U({Jij Ulj}tjk 

Due to the commutation law of differentiation and variation we obtain the identities 

which may be substituted into the expression (2.36) for the variation ok of the kinetic 
energy density, 
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(2.37) ( 
ak )

0 

( ak )
0 

( ok )
0 

(Jk = - ~ ~Jut- ~ IJcptJ- ~ (j"PtJk 
UUj U(/Jtj U'fJJtJk 

( 
ok )o ( ok )

0 

( ok )o 
+ out' ~Jut + oifJu IJcpu + oipuk ~"P'1" • 

Substitution of this relation into Eq. (2.35) yields in turn 

(2.38) 

brackets denoting here the difference 

[-- - ]~~ = [---1T-T2 - [-- -l·-T2 • 

According to the assumptions (2.22), variations IJui, IJcpii, (J"PiJk vanish at the ends 
of the time interval [-r1 , -r2] what means that the expressions in brackets also vanish· 
Thus the relation is simplified to the form 

(2.39) d j'fdT ~- j'dT f[(:~Jdu,+(:t.Jb~u+(a~:Jd~l}}v. 
T 1 T1 tl 

Formula (2.31) is used to evaluate the following expressions: 

(~)
0 

_ ljl nl + ~.J nik + ;~ .j 11 ikl 
o(p,J - . ~ ·"~ rkl ~""~' 

(a~:J ~ ;;;•,il + ;p·• p."J + ;p,;. •,..iilm. 

Right-hand sides of these expressions are now substituted into Eq. (2.39) to yield 
Tz T2 

(2.40) IJ f .Yr d-r = - f d-r f [(u'e + <P/e1 + VJ1i/ ,u1") IJu, 
tl 

0 0 

+ (ui (!i + (/;i/ e'" + lPkij f-tikl) IJcp,j + (uk fti} + (/;;" ftlij + ;p,;, It ,ulilm) ~"Pllk] dv. 

In the particular case of e1 = ft11 = 1-''1" = 0 (what is true, e.g., in microstructures charac
terized by three axes of symmetry), the above expression is simplified to the form 

T 2 

(2.41) (j f .Yt d-r = - d-r f [u'e ~u, + (/;i/ e'k(Jcpij+ 1Pz;, k p,111"'~"PtJk]dv. 
tl 

Let us now pass to the problem of work done by the body and surface forces; it is written 
as a sum of volume and surface integrals 

(2.e) - f!JJ = J F<v> dv + J Tcs> ds, 
tl 
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taken over the macro-volume v and surface s bounding v, respectively. F(v) is the work 
density of the body forces, and T(s)- the work density of surface forces. Consider both 
the integrands. The density of work done by surface forces is defined by the integral 

(2.43) 
C1 

of the work done by the mean surface stresses p1 (u) taken over the surface a bounding the 
micro-volume OJ. Using the relation (2.15) we obtain 

(2.44) 
a 

Tensors ui, (/JiJ, "PlJk are independent of a, and hence 

(2.45) 

with the following notations: 

(2.46) 

P~n> = J P~n> da, 
a 

a 

bJki J lljk - i d 
(n) = f!.t: P<n) (J • 

a 

From Eq. (2.45) it follows that the surface forces work density T<s> = T<s>(uh (/Jih ·"Pule) 
is a function of tensors u, <p, ~-Variation ~T<s) of the density T<s> is given by the formula 

(2.47) ~Tfs; == P~n)~u,+m~~>~q;lJ+b~~~~"PtJk· 
The density of work done by body forces is defined by the integral taken over the micro

volume OJ, 

(2.48) F. 1 J-!-i .-1 (v) =- (! WtUOJ. 
(!OJ 

(I) 

Here again OJ is the micro-volume, e- micro-material density, e- macro-density, and 
w,- the corresponding component of the micro-particle displacement vector. Symbol 
Ji denotes the body force density ·. of the micro-particle. 

Equation (2.15) may be used to write the expression (2.48) in the form 

(2.49) F<v> = Jiut + hilq;ti + glki"Ptik' 

where 

f . 1 J!_'_ .-1 ' = -- (!UOJ, 
(!OJ 

(I) 

(2.50) 

are the definitions of the generalized body forces. 
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Variation (JF<v> of the body forces are calculated by means of the relation (2.49): 

(2.51) 

and variation (J(!JJ of the work done by body and surface forces- from Eq. (2.42), 

(2.52) -CJf!JJ = ~ J Fcv>dv+CJ J T<s>ds. 
v 

Writing the variation symbol under the integration sign we obtain 

(2.53) - (J(!JJ = J CJF(v) dv + J CJ T<s> ds. 
v s 

Substitution of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.47) and (2.51) for the variations (JF(v> and 
(JT<s> in (2.53) yields 

(2.54) -CJf!JJ = J (Ji(Jui+h 11CJq;u+giJk(J"PlJk)dv+ J (P~n>(Jui+mf~>CJCfu+b:~~(J"PtJk)ds. 
v 

Let us finally define the internal energy of a structural medium. Assume the interna[ 
energy density U per unit macro-volume v to be a function of the strain tensors Yu, '>'uk,. 
'Y/iikl· It may be written that 

(2.55) 

Let us evaluate the variation (JU of the internal energy density. In view of the abo,ve relation,. 
it may be written in the form ' 

au au au 
(JU = -- CJYti +-- CJ'>'tJk + - - CJ'YJtJkt · 

ayu a'>'tjk a'YJukt 
(2.56) 

Generalized stresses in a structural medium are defined as partial derivatives of the internal 
energy density U with respect to the corresponding strains, 

(2. 57) pi} = __!!!___ milk = - au bi}kl = __!!!___ 
ayu ' a"'uk ' a'YJukt . 

Substitution of the above definitions into Eq. (2.56) yields 

CJU = p11 (Jyi + miik + CJ'>'tJk + biikl CJtptikL 

and using the geometric relations (2.21) we obtain 

(2.58) 

The operations of variation and differentiations are commutative, so that Eq. (2.58), 
after suitable rearrangements, assumes the form 

(2. 59) (J U = (pil (JuJ. 1- p:f CJu1 - pil CJ({Ju + (milk CJq;1k). t 

- m:r CJ(/Jjk- milk CJtpi}k + (biikl CJtpijkl). i- b:fkl CJtp}kl. 

Internal energy <ff of the structural medium is the volume integral 

(2.60) <ff = J Udv 
v 
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·of the internal energy density U taken over the macro-volume v. Variation btff of the internal 
·energy 8 is calculated from the formula 

(2.61) btff = b J Udv = J bUdv. 
tl tl 

Substituting here the expression (2.59) for the variation 6U of the energy density we obtain 

(2.62) b& = - J p:f bu1 dv- J (m~{k + plk) bg;1k dv- J (b~fk' + m1k1
) b'f/JJkL dv 

tl 

+ J (pflbuJ),tdv+ J (milkbg;Jk),,dv+ J (biJklb"PtJkl),,dv. 
tl tl v 

From the Gauss-Ostrogradskii theorem the following equalities--- may be derived: 

J (pilbu1),idv = J piln1 bu1ds, 
v • 

r ( uk ~ ) ...~ J iJk ~ ) m uq;1k . 1uv = m n1uq;1kds, 
v s 

J (b'Jklb"PJu),,dv = J bilkln, b"PJkLds. 
v 

Here n; are components of the unit outer normal vector n of surface s. These equations 
enable us to replace the volume integrals in Eq. (2.62) with the surface integrals, 

(2.63) bl! = - J [p:f bu1 + (m~fk + p1k) bg;1k + (b~{k' + m1k1
) b1p1k1] dv 

v 

2.3. Equations of motion and constitutive relations 

The generalized Hamilton principle (2.62) according to which variation b W of the 
action functional should vanish may, on the basis of preceding section, be represented 
in the form 

T2 

(2.64) J b(:f{-cff-r!J)dr = 0. 

This equation will be used to derive the equations of motion and the constitutive relations 
of structural media. 

Let us substitute here expressions (2.40), (2.54) and (2.63) for . the variations b:f{, br!J 
and btff. Disregarding the time integrals we obtain 

(2.65) 
v v 

v 

- J (pi1n;-pfn>)bu1ds- J (miJkn1-m{n>)bg;1kds- J (biikln1-b{!Db"PJklds = 0. 
s 
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According to the former assumption, variations ~ui, ~'PiJ, ~'f/JiJk are mutually independent, 
and the corresponding integrands must vanish separately. From Eq. (2.65) it follows 
that 

(2.66) mu~i + plk + hlk = eiiJk + eli(j;ik + p,J'm1p,;,k, 

bilk~ i + mlkl + gikl = p,lk'Ul + p,mjkt;;;. + p,jkmn;pm;'. 

These equations are called the equations of motion of a three-dimensional structural 
medium. 

From Eq. (2.65) it may also be found that 

(2.67) 

bilnt = Pfn>' 

milkn1 = mf~>, 

biiklni = bf!~' 

and these relations are the static boundary conditions of a structural medium expressed 
in terms of generalized stresses. 

Similarly to the preceding section it is now assumed that the internal energy density U 
is a function of strain tensors 'Yil, X ilk, 'YJiJkl . Let us now expand the internal energy density 
function U(y1h x11b 'YJiikl) into a Taylor series in the neighbourhood of the undeformed 

( 
0 0 0 ) state YiJ = "'ilk = 'YJukl = 0 , 

(2.68) (
. au) ( a u ) ( a u ) U(yu, "'tJb fJLJkt) = Uo+ -~-- 'YtJ+ -~-- "'uk+ -~--. 'YJtJkl 

u')'u o uXi}k o u'Y}ijkl o 

1 [( a2 u ) ( a2 u ) ( a2 u ) + -2 a a 'Yii'Ykl + 2 ~ a 'YiJ Xktm + 2 a a 'YiJ 'YJklmn 
'YtJ 'Ykl o u')'u aklm o 'YiJ 'YJklmn o 

disregarding the terms of order higher than two. In a medium without initial stresses 
in the undeformed state at 'Yii = 0, "'ilk = 0, 'YJiJkl = 0 the stresses cannot appear and 
pi1 = 0, milk = 0, biikl = 0. In view of the definitions (2.57) it means that the coefficients 
multiplying the linear terms in (2.68) must vanish. Vanishing of the internal energy in the 
undeformed state of the medium implies U0 = 0 and, consequently, the expression for 
the internal energy density is simplified to the form 

(2.69) U _ 1 Aiikl + Dijklm + £iiklmn - 2 'Yii'Ykl 'YtJ"'klm 'Yu'YJklmn 

+ 1 Cilklmn + piiklmnr + 1 Bilklmnrs 'Yl 2 "'uk"'lmn "'iJk'YJlmnr 2 'YJtJkl"tmnr•• 

The following notations have been introduced here: 

Ailkt = (_!__2
U __ ) 

a'Yti ayk, o' 
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(2.70) Ci}klmn _ ( (}
2 
U ) 

- a"i)k a"tmn 0' 

pilklmnr _ ( (}
2 
U ) Biiklmnrs = ( (}

2 
U ) 

- a"'YJJk a'YJlmnr 0' a'Y}tjkl a'YJmnrs 0. 

Let us substitute the right-hand expression of Eq. (2.69) into the definition (2.57). Perform
ing the operations prescribed we obtain 

(2.71) 

pi} = Ailkl'Ykl + Di}klm"klm + £iiklmn'YJklmn, 

milk = Diiktm'Ytm + ctiklmn"tmn + piiklmnr'YJtmnr, 

biikl = £iiklmn'Ymn + piiklmnr"mnr + Biiklmnrs'YJmnrs. 

These formulae express the stress tensors in terms of strains and are called the constitutive 
relations of the structural medium. Symbols A, B, C, D, E, F defined by Eqs. (2. 70) are 
the elasticity tensors of the medium. 

Forinstance, let us define the centrosymmetric structural medium in which no "cross
effects" take place. This condition is satisfied provided 

pii = pii('Ykt)' 

(2.74) mijk = milk( "lmn)' 

biikl = biikl('YJmnrs). 

that is when tensors D, E, F vanish. In a centrosymmetric medium expression (2.69) 
for the internal energy density U is simplified to the form 

(2.73) U _ 1 Aiikl + 1 Ciiklmn + 1 Biiklmnrs - 2 /'iJ/'kl 2 "iJk"lmn 2 'YJiikl'YJmnrs· 

and the constitutive relations assume the form 

(2.74) miik = ctJklmn"'mn 

biikl = Biiklmnrs'Y)mnrs. 

The elasticity tensors A, B, C appearing here were defined by Eqs. (2. 70). In the case 
when "PtJkl = "PtJkl,m = 0, Eqs. (2.71) or (2.74) yield the constitutive relations of the media 
with couple stresses. In centrosymmetric media the generalized body forces are uncoupled 
and we should assume r/ = flkl = flklm = 0 in the equations of motion (2.66). 

In the contitnuous model of structural media presented above 117 static unknowns 
appear: 9 components of the stress tensor pil, 27 components of the tensor miik and 81 
components of bilk'. The geometric unknowns are represented by 9 components of the 
strain tensor /'ih 27 components of "ilk and 81 components of the 'YJUkl tensor, what makes 
together 117 unknown strain tensor components. Other geometric unknowns are the 
39 components of the displacement tensors: 3 components of the vector ui, 9 components 
of the tensor ({JiJ and 27 components of the tensor "Piik. Summing up, the number of static 
and geometric unknowns occurring in the theory of structural media equals 273. 

The unknowns are determined from 39 equations of motion (2.66), 117 geometric 
relations (2.21) and 117 physical relations (2. 71) or (2. 74). The 273 equations, together 
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with the boundary conditions (2.67), enable a unique determination of 'the 273 static 
.and geometric unknowns of the model considered. 

The most convenient set of equations to deal with, both in the classical elasticity and 
here, are the equations of motion expressed in terms of displacements. Let us consider 
this problem in the case of a centrosymmetric medium. To this end let us substitute the 
right-hand sides of the physical relatfons (2.74) into the equations of motion (2.66); as
suming (;l = pY = ftklm = 0 we obtain 

(Aiiklykz). t +Ji = eui, 

(2.75) (Ciiklmnxtkn), t + (AiklmYzm) +hik = eklcp!r, 

(B iiklmnrs'YI ) + (Ciklmnrx ) +gikl = 11.klmn~1~i '111lrs , i • mnr r r•mn • 

Elimination of the strain tensors /'ih xiib 1]iikl by means of the geometric relations (2.21) 
leads to the set of equations 

[Aiikl(Uz,k-<pkz)J.i+Ji = eui, 

(2.76) [Ciiklmn(<pmn,z- 'lfJzmn)J. t + [Aiklln(um,z- <pzm)] +hik = ekt(p!z, 

[Bii"lmnrs( 'lfJnrs, m)], i + [ Ciklmnr( <]Jnr, m _ 'lfJmnr)] + gik = ftklmn;p!mn, 

Additional assumption of homogeneity of the medium (each particle has the same elastic 
properties, irrespective of its position) makes all the elasticity tensors independent of the 
·coordinates {xi}. Then Eq. (2.76) may be replaced with the system of equations 

(2.77) 

Aiikl(u . _ <p .) +Ji = nui l, kl kld 1:::: ' 

Ciiklmnc <pmtz, li- 'lfJLmn, i) + Aiklm(um, l- <pzm) + hik = ek1cp!z' 

Biiklmnrs'lfJnrs, mi + Ciklmnr(<pnr,m _ 'lfJmnr) + gikl,.= ftklmn:tp!mn. 

which' represents the equations of motion of a homogeneous, centrosymmetric structural 
medium, expressed in terms of displacements. Solution of this system under the suitable 
boundary conditions allows for a unique determination of all the generalized displacement 
vector components Ut, <]Jih 'lfJiik. From the geometric relations (2.21) we calculate the strain 
tensors /'ih Xtib 1]iikl· Finally, the physical relations (2.74) are used to evaluate the stress 
tensor components pu, miik~ biikl. Thus all the static and geometric unknowns of a homo
geneous, centrosymmetric structural medium may be considered as determined. 
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